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Best Practices for Running Online Studies 

Allison Dunne, University of Nebraska- Lincoln 

 

Pick your platform 

• Gorilla:  

o Pros: Point and click; offers a lot of customization; Best option for studies requiring 

extensive branching or randomization; has the ability to build tasks (i.e. experimental 

manipulations) within the platform itself. Many customizable distribution plans and easy 

integration with CloudResearcher, MTurk, etc.; Can track participant progress through 

survey in real time and allows for “checkpoints” to be built in (i.e. manipulation checks) 

o Cons: uses Java Script as the base language; Costs “tokens” to run surveys at $1 per 

participant on top of any other fees for crowdsourcing sites. 

• Qualtrics: 

o Pros: Point and click; Offers customization through rich text but has Java Script 

capabilities; free through university account, does not cost to run participants; Data 

output is clean (as long as variables are correctly named) 

o Cons: Limited integration for experimental manipulations beyond writing tasks (i.e. 

inserting CyberBall is extremely time consuming and clunky); limited customization in 

distribution (only simple link, doesn’t pre-assign random codes); Limited customization 

for surveys and weird quirks with certain types of questions (i.e. for a question matrix, 

labels won’t correctly align without formatting rich-text)  

• PsychoPy: 

o  **Requires knowledge of Python** 

o Pros: Best for Open Science & sharing scripts with other researchers; Designed to 

Integrate with Pavlovia; Many Youtube tutorials and resources provided by creators; 

Fully customizable; Especially good for psychophysiological data collection (eye 

tracking, neuroimaging); Free! 

o Cons: Completely code based; More time consuming  
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Pick your crowd sourcing site 

• MTurk 

o Pros: No minimum pay to participants; most widely known; largest crowdsourcing 

platform 

o Cons: Low quality data; Participants can have multiple studies running at one time; 

Participant ratings aren’t based on quality of data provided, but quantity of surveys taken; 

Clunky interface; Difficult to track participants; High turnover rate; An MTurk Blacklist 

exists, so if workers deem your study “low quality” or you don’t offer “fair payment” 

(subjective), participants post to private boards to boycott your study and any future 

studies. Bonus payments (i.e. $0.10 for taking the HIT, but an extra $5 for finishing it, the 

$5 would be subject to the 20% fee for each participant). Extra cost for guaranteed 

“master workers” and adding additional qualifications (beyond age, gender, language 

etc.) Participants are generally mean; Collect participants in batches of nine to save 

money (frustrating!) 

• CloudResearcher/TurkPrime *Essentially this is a more user-friendly way to run Mturk studies* 

o Pros: Easier then MTurk to set up a HIT; GREAT for longitudinal studies as it tracks 

participants and makes recontacting groups easy; Can be configured to work with 

Qualtrics as well (have yet to do this but seems fairly straightforward); For extra 

payment, you can have CR run an entire study for you with your parameters (no 

babysitting; unsure of costs associated) 

o Cons: Has all the same cons as Mturk; Paid account needed for most functions on top of 

crowdsourcing site fees 

• Prolific 

o Pros: Academic specific studies (researchers must have a .edu email to host studies); 

Second most widely known; Doesn’t allow participants to participate in more then one 

study at a time; Great communication between researchers and company to fix problems; 

allows reporting of participants who give low quality data; Results in high quality data 

due to the sample, ability to enter a multitude of qualifications, run screenings, etc. 

Participants are generally friendly/understanding; no blacklisting. 

o Cons: Cost is higher and minimum pay requirements exist (33% fee to run the study 

based on how many participants you want; Less diverse sample (based in the UK but still 

gathers participants worldwide, but you can preview the amount of participants you 

would reach based on qualifications you enter prior to running the study); Bonus 

payments subject to fees (less likely to need bonuses d/t base pay rate) 

• Pavlovia 

o Pros: Open science! Repository and crowdsourcing (but sample is behavioral science 

specific); GitHub friendly; Good for piloting studies and getting feedback; Piloting is 

free! (see caveat below) 

o Cons: Only integrates with PsychoPy; Code based; Small, niche reach and newer (2018) 

so less well known; UK based; requires credits ($0.20 euros each) or a license ($1500 

euros/year) to run actual participants.  

• SONA 

o Pros: Good for pre-screening participants; “Babysits” study for you 24/7; Tracks 

participation and can note data quality; Pay through class credit or money; Good for 

piloting or sample specific studies 
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o Cons: University/Student samples only; Better survey management then subject pool 

source 

Tips & Tricks 

• Choose wisely! Usually with online studies, it is worth paying more for good data.  

• Think like a money hungry participant that has low motivation to give you any useful data.  

• When setting up a survey… 

o Be painfully specific in instructions, descriptions, and types of questions 

o Use “drill down” techniques to gather the best/most clear information 

▪ For example: Instead of asking “where do you get your news from” as an open 

ended question, ask “do you watch the news” with a dichotomous option, then 

“how do you consume your news” with various options and so on. 

▪ Never allow for free response to questions unless you like gibberish answers or 

snarky comments. 

o Attention checks are crucial no matter the platform. And do not be afraid to be sneaky.  

▪ I often hide an attention check within my instructions for a task or manipulation. 

▪ Research the utility of different types of attention checks—not all are made the 

same. 

• Be careful in the types of questions you ask; this is particularly important when writing IRB’s 

because almost all online data collected is blinded or fully anonymous and most crowdsourcing 

sites protect their participants more then their researchers.  

o For example, be wary of depression screeners. Think about what you would do if 

someone online did indicate they intend to harm themselves. Most IRB’s will bring this 

up—however it is not impossible to ask these types of questions, they just need to be 

carefully asked and with a plan in mind. 

• Ask at least a few demographic questions twice. Shocking how many people forget they are 

supposedly “native English speakers” by the end of the study. 

• Check your survey functionality and then check it again!  

o Once a study is live, there is little you can do on most platforms to take it back if you find 

a mistake.  

o This can be great practice for undergrads or lab managers 

• Run studies in a small batch first to make sure everything is working well. 

o Collect a pilot of 10 people at a lower price, before posting a full study and dropping tons 

of money. I promise it will save you a lot of heartbreak.  

• Check for duplicate IP addresses. 

o Some households do have multiple qualified participants, but most often, a participant 

finds a way to clone the study and take it twice. Very common on Mturk.  

• Always set time limits. Prolific decides your max time for you since it is a pay per hourly rate 

(protects against people wasting your money), all others it is your choice. My usual rule of thumb 

is triple the average of the time it took pilot/test participants. (average time is 30 minutes, set the 

max at 90). 

• Most participants count this as their job. If you did poorly at work, you would be fired or docked 

in pay, they should be held to this standard as well. 

• Do not be afraid to clean data, set limits, and reject participants for low quality data. 
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o I usually set minimum and maximum cut-offs. If it took an average of 30 minutes for a 

study, and a participant did it in less than 1-2 standard deviations of that, I usually cut 

them from my set, same for maximum time 

▪ Note: Setting a maximum time on a survey is so participants do not waste your 

money. Cleaning data based on maximum time is making sure you have quality 

data. I usually use the same 1-2 SD as cutoffs. 

• Writing prompts/tasks are time consuming and you will have to read each and every one before 

paying a participant to check for quality, unless you would like snarky answers. 

• Finally, make sure you (or someone) has time to babysit the study for the first 24 hours it is live. 

You will get emails and complaints, something will go wrong, and participants do expect quick 

responses. 

o Caveat: Do not feel pressured by aggressive or angry participants who demand their 

payment right away or give you a story about how they need it asap. Know your rights as 

a researcher (you have 7-10 days to pay based on the platform) and prepare whoever is 

watching the study for angry emails too and how to respond to those participants.  


